ORDER

Subject: Committee to Review Organisation Structure and processes of MHA.

In partial modification of sanction order of even number dated 24th January, 2018, it is conveyed that remuneration, to the Chairman and members of the Committee to review the organization structure and processes of the Ministry of Home Affairs, shall be paid with effect from 01.02.2018 i.e. the date the Committee has started working.

Further, the relevant date for the purpose of time given to the Commission for submission of its report shall be treated as 1.2.2018.

This issues with the concurrence of IFD and approval of the competent authority.

(Manas Mondal)
Under Secretary (Parl.)
Tel. 23092252

To

1. The Pay & Accounts Officer, MHA (Sectt.), New Delhi.
2. Shri Madhukar Gupta, Chairman, Committee to Review Organisation Structure and processes of MHA.
3. Smt. Archana Ramasundaram, Member, Committee to Review Organisation Structure and processes of MHA.
4. Dr. Ajay Sahni, Member, Committee to Review Organisation Structure and processes of MHA.

Copy to

1. PPS to AS&FA/JS(Adm.)/CCA(H)/Director (Fin/Home)/Director (Fin/P), MHA, New Delhi.
2. HoD&CSO, MHA
3. Cash-I/Cash-II/Ad.V/Ad.VII/Pass Cell/Ad-I
4. SO (IT), MHA new Delhi – She is requested to upload the order on the website of MHA.